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Ray was a great professor!  He balanced the information with innovative examples relevant to college students.
2
Professor Pingree was a great professor. His lectures were always well organized and did a good job explaining difficult scholarly readings that were assigned. Pingree was always enthusiastic about the material, even the boring stuff. Pingree knew how to communicate difficult subject matter to undergraduate level students well. He was always well organized and encouraged students to think during student-lead discussion portions at the end of every lecture. He knows his stuff, such a smart and current guy.
3
Great subject matter but very boring, I feel like political communication could be a really fun topic. Rather than making it run like a grad class, bring in more examples that relate to the real world. Not all students have an easy time grasping some of these concepts from lecture or reading multiple articles. We all just want to graduate, quit making classes like this out to be rocket science, remember fun will get much further, students will remember the exciting stuff, not the boring. Try to lighten the class load and make it more entertaining.
4
Dr. Pingree did a fantastic job. This course was well-organized and brought in cutting edge research in the field of political communication. I learned a lot in this course and hope to see Dr. Pingree continue his research on these subjects. A+ class.
5
Very passionate and wants to see students learn.
6
I've taken two of professor Pingree's classes during my time at OSU. He is very well-organized, genuinely has his students' best interest at heart, and extremely knowledgeable. I have learned a lot from his classes, and appreciate the thoroughness of his teachings. I've enjoyed taking his classes.
7
He was a very good teacher and really helped me out a lot!
8
Ray was a very good teacher. He was interested in helping students, and he was always accommodating. I learned a lot from this class and thought the material was interesting yet intellectually stimulating.
9
Professor Ray was one of the best professors I have had in all my (7) years of colllege. I never would of believed I could enjoy a course about political anything. Much to my surprise, Prof. Ray's course was my favorite of the semester. His organization of the material, between notes, readings, and videos, was very well done.

